Introduction
Theory of linear dynamics of multiple parameter symmetric systems is well developed now. However, dynamical behavior of some systems encountered in practice cannot be expressed in terms of symmetric coefficient matrices or self-adjoint linear operators. Some examples are gyroscopic and circulatory systems ͓͑1͔͒, aircraft flutter ͓͑2͔͒, ship motion in sea water ͓͑3͔͒, contact problems ͓͑4͔͒, and many actively controlled systems ͓͑5͔͒. Few authors have considered such general asymmetric dynamical systems. Fawzy and Bishop ͓6͔ presented several relationships satisfied by the eigenvectors and ''eigenrows'' of a damped asymmetric system and also presented a method to normalize them. Caughey and Ma ͓5͔ have derived conditions under which such systems can be diagonalized by a similarity transformation. In a subsequent paper Ma and Caughey ͓7͔ utilized equivalence transformation to analyze asymmetric nonconservative systems and gave the condition under which they can be diagonalized. Recently Adhikari ͓8͔ proposed a method to obtain ͑complex͒ eigensolutions of general asymmetric nonconservative systems without converting the equations of motion into first-order form.
The above-mentioned works have certainly enhanced the power of modal analysis in dealing with asymmetric systems. However, asymmetric systems are still not as well understood as symmetric systems. For example, rightly pointed out by Kliem ͓9͔ , stability investigations become substantially easier if the system matrices are symmetric. Without doubt, it would be preferable if asymmetric systems can be transformed into equivalent symmetric systems so that one can take advantage of the well-developed theories for symmetric systems to analyze them. This is the primary reason to study ''symmetrizability'' of asymmetric systems. In linear dynamics literature symmetrizability has been addressed by similarity transformation based on Taussky's ͓10͔ definition. We call Taussky's approach of symmetrization by similarity transformation as ''symmetrization of first kind.'' In this paper symmetrizability of a matrix is redefined in the context of equivalence transformation. Such symmetrization will be called ''symmetrization of second kind. '' Equivalence transformations are the most general class of nonsingular linear transformations. This motivates us to utilize equivalence transformation rather than similarity transformation for symmetrization of asymmetric systems. It will be shown that much generality can be achieved by using symmetrization of the second kind compared to the first kind. Notations and definitions of some terminologies frequently used in this paper are given in Section 2. Taussky's version of symmetrization and a brief review of the literature on its applications in structural dynamics is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we formally define the symmetrization of the second kind. For the sake of generality, some basic results on such symmetrization are presented on complex matrices. Numerical methods are outlined to carry out such a symmetrization procedure. In view of the undamped and damped dynamical systems, simultaneous symmetrization of two and three matrices are considered in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the main results of this paper and some suggestions towards further research required to successfully apply this new approach is provided. Throughout the paper suitable numerical examples are provided to illustrate the derived results. 
Notations, Basic Concepts, and Definitions

Symmetrizability of the First Kind
The concept of symmetrizability of an asymmetric matrix was originated from an excellent result by Taussky and Zassenhaus ͓11͔ which says ''for every AF NϫN there is a non-singular symmetric matrix transforming A into its transpose.'' Based on this general result it was shown that every real square matrix can be expressed as a product of two real symmetric matrices, that is In the above definition, even A is real L and R might be complex in order to make Ã symmetric. For any A, when L and R are real matrices we call such A real symmetrizable and complex symmetrizable when L and R are complex. Taussky ͓18͔ and Pommer and Kliem ͓19͔ have discussed complex symmetrizable matrices in the context of a similarity transformation. Applications of such complex symmetrizability in linear dynamical systems were given by Kliem ͓9͔.
Basic Results.
Some basic results on symmetrizability of the second kind and a numerical method to carry out such a symmetrization procedure will be developed. In order to achieve more generality, one of our main results is presented for nonsquare complex matrices in the following theorem: THEOREM 4. 
is a real diagonal matrix and 0 1 , 0 2 , and 0 3 are (k,sϪk), (rϪk,k), and (rϪk,sϪk) null matrices. Without loss of generality we select LϭX Q 1 and RϭYQ 2 for some nonzero
where ⌰R kϫk and Q j i , iϭ1,2; jϭ1,2,3 are all real matrices of proper orders. Using these, one has Ã ϭL
0 1 ͔R nϫn where 0 j ; jϭ1,2,3 are all null matrices with proper orders. So Ã is real symmetric matrix and this completes the proof. ᮀ Remark 4.1. The two matrices Q 1 and Q 2 utilized above can be selected in such a way that the symmetric form becomes nonsingular and has the same rank as A. Observe that because D is a diagonal matrix with non-negative real elements, Q 1 and Q 2 can also be selected in a way such that the symmetric form becomes positive definitive. The symmetric form of A is, however, not unique because Q 1 and Q 2 can be chosen in several ways.
This result clearly demonstrates the generality of the symmetrization of the second kind compared to the first kind which cannot be applied to rectangular matrices. Of course, Theorem 4.1 is applicable for real matrices as a special case. When A is a real matrix we have the following interesting special result: THEOREM 4.2. Every real matrix A is real symmetrizable of the second kind.
Proof. We use a result by Pearl ͓͑22͔, Theorem 1͒. This gives the condition under which the unitary matrices which reduces the matrix A to a real diagonal form by an equivalence transformation in Eckrat and Young's theorem are real orthogonal matrices. According to this result, for AC rϫs there are two real orthogonal matrices O 1 R rϫr and O 2 R sϫs such that DϭO 1 *AO 2 is a diagonal matrix with real non-negative elements if and only if AA* and A*A are both real matrices. The theorem is proved since ͑trivially͒ this condition is always satisfied when A is real. ᮀ We have described two important results on symmetrization of the second kind. From a practical point of view the obvious question is, for a given matrix A, how to calculate L and R so that Ã ϭL T AR is a real symmetric matrix? In answer to this question, we observe that the proof given by Eckrat and Young ͓20͔ of their theorem described previously can be used for obtaining L and R. For computational purposes the following steps may be followed to transform a general complex matrix AC rϫs to a nonsingular real square matrix using an equivalence transformation. For the sake of generality the method is proposed for rectangular complex matrices. This procedure is obviously applicable to real square matrices we normally encounter in the equations of motion of linear systems. When A is real, M becomes a real symmetric matrix and consequently X, Y, L, and R all become real matrices. For a further special case, when A is a symmetrizable matrix of first kind, this procedure provides an alternative and easy way to find symmetric forms as the calculation of Taussky's factorization can be avoided.
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Transactions of the ASME Example 4.1. The procedure outlined above can be illustrated by the following rectangular complex matrix:
Ϫ2.0Ϫ3.0i 6.0ϩ2.0i 7.0ϩ2.0i
ͬ . (4.1)
Step ͬ .
Step 3: Now arbitrarily select the matrix Qϭ͓ 
Simultaneous Symmetrization of Two Matrices
Equations of motion of a linear undamped ͑nongyroscopic͒ system can be expressed by
where AR NϫN and BR NϫN and x(t)R N is the vector of the generalized coordinates. Were A and B symmetric and positive definite matrices they would, respectively, represent the mass and stiffness matrices. Here, however, no such restrictions are imposed on A and B. Huseyin ͓23͔ has shown that the traditional modal analysis, originally developed for symmetric systems, can be extended to solve Eq. ͑5.1͒. There exist right eigenvectors or normal modes and left eigenvectors or adjoint modes which uncouple the equations of motion into N single-degree-of-freedom oscillators. Although system ͑5.1͒ can always be solved using normal modes and adjoint modes, it would be more useful if it can be transformed to a symmetric system. We consider the following two cases to investigate symmetrizability of system ͑5.1͒.
Case 1: A and B Have
Real Roots and A is Nonsingular. This is the most common case we encounter in practice. If system ͑5.1͒ is ''truly'' undamped then A or B does not possess any complex roots because, otherwise a stable system will not have periodic motion for an infinitely long time but vibration ͑in some degrees-of-freedom͒ will decay due to the complex nature of the eigenvalues. As A is nonsingular, rewriting Eq. ͑5.1͒ one has
IẍϩExϭ0
( 5.2) where EϭA Ϫ1 BR NϫN has real roots as both A and B have real roots. Because this matrix satisfies Condition 4 of Taussky's definition of symmetrizability, system ͑5.2͒ can be transformed to a symmetric system by a similarity transformation. From this discussion we have the following interesting result: THEOREM 5.1. All asymmetric undamped systems are similar to symmetric undamped systems.
Practical implementation of Taussky's factorization ͑3.1͒ is not straightforward ͑see Ahmadian and Chou, ͓15͔, Shahruz and Ma ͓16͔, and Cherng and Abdelhamid ͓17͔͒. For this reason it is required to develop efficient numerical methods for finding associated symmetric form͑s͒ of system ͑5.1͒. Recall that as system ͑5.1͒ is symmetrizable of the first kind it is also symmetrizable of the second kind. We use the latter approach to avoid the calculation of Taussky's factorization.
It has been mentioned that there always exist two matrices U R NϫN ͑normal modal matrix͒ and VR NϫN ͑adjoint modal matrix͒ such that V T AU and V T BU are both real diagonal matrices. Numerical methods for obtaining U and V are well developed ͑see Huseyin ͓23͔ and Ma and Caughey ͓7͔ for further discussions͒. Select LϭVQ and RϭUQ for some nonzero QR NϫN . Clearly L T AR and L T BR are both symmetric matrices now. This approach is much easier for finding symmetric forms than the approach via Taussky's factorization. Also note that symmetric forms are nonunique since one can select the matrix Q in many ways. The following example demonstrates this procedure. 
Above is a symmetric form of the asymmetric system ͑5.3͒. Note that symmetric form of this system can also be obtained alternatively by calculating Taussky's factorization of E.
Case 2:
A and B Are General Matrices. We have shown that when A and B have real roots, system ͑5.1͒ has an equivalent symmetric form via real linear transformations. However, if these matrices have complex roots, the matrix E in Eq. ͑5.2͒ in general does not satisfy Taussky's definition of symmetrizability. In that case, can system ͑5.1͒ be transformed to a real symmetric system using a real linear transformation? Our answer is the following: LEMMA 5. 
Simultaneous Symmetrization of Three Matrices
The equations of motion describing free vibration of a viscously damped linear system can be expressed by Aẍ͑t ͒ϩCẍ͑ t ͒ϩBx͑ t ͒ϭ0, tϾ0.
(6.1)
We assume A, B, and C are NϫN arrays of real numbers but are otherwise general. Were these matrices symmetric and positive definite, A, B, and C would, respectively, be the mass, stiffness, and viscous damping matrices. The equations of motion are now characterized by three real matrices and this brings an additional complication in the system dynamics. It is required to find a nonsingular linear transformation which simultaneously symmetries A, B, and C. Unlike the undamped case, where in the absence of the C matrix conditions for obtaining such a transformation were easy to meet ͑Theorem 5.1͒, admissible forms of these matrices gets restricted here. We will investigate what forms of restrictions should be imposed on the system matrices so that the equations of motion can be transformed into a symmetric form. The following two cases are considered here.
Case 1: A is Nonsingular and All the Matrices Have Real Roots.
When A is nonsingular, Eq. ͑6.1͒ can be rewritten as Iẍ͑t ͒ϩFẋ͑ t ͒ϩEx͑ t ͒ϭ0.
( 6.2) where EϭA Ϫ1 BR NϫN and FϭA Ϫ1 CR NϫN . Since A, B, and C have real roots E and F also have real roots. Thus E and F are individually symmetrizable of the first kind. But this does not imply that system ͑6.2͒ is also symmetrizable, unless I, E, and F are simultaneously symmetrizable. A basic result in this regard is the following: THEOREM 6.1. All diagonalizable damped asymmetric systems are similar to symmetric systems. It is well known that system ͑6.2͒ is diagonalizable by a similarity transformation if and only if E and F commutes in multiplication, i.e., EFϭFE. When this condition is satisfied the system is symmetrizable of the first kind and hence also symmetrizable of the second kind. Following the approach outlined before in Section 5.1, symmetric form͑s͒ may be obtained by utilizing equivalence transformation to avoid the calculation of Taussky's factorization. A result similar to Theorem 6.1 was also established by Inman ͓͑12͔, Theorem 1͒ and Shahruz and Ma ͓͑16͔, Theorem 3.1͒. Note that the opposite statement of the above theorem, i.e., ''a damped asymmetric system similar to a symmetric system is diagonalizable'' is in general not true. Thus, diagonalizability of a system is only a sufficient condition for symmetrizability and rather restrictive. The following is a more stronger and liberal result: THEOREM 6.2. ͑Inman ͓12͔, Theorem 2͒ system ͑6.2͒ is symmetrizable if and only if E and F have a common symmetric positive definite factor. From Taussky's factorization ͑3.1͒ one can write EϭS 1 S 2 , S 1 ϭS 1 T Ͼ0, S 2 ϭS 2 T and FϭT 1 T 2 , T 1 ϭT 1 T Ͼ0, T 2 ϭT 2 T . According to the above theorem system ͑6.2͒ is symmetrizable if and only if S 1 ϭT 1 . If this condition is satisfied Eq. ͑6.2͒ can be brought into symmetric form using a similarity transformation involving a symmetric matrix. For practical purposes this condition is difficult to check. A more convenient result is the following: THEOREM 6. Transforming the system in the form of Eq. ͑6.2͒ one may verify that both E and F are individually symmetrizable of the first kind. However, none of the conditions of simultaneous symmetrizability outlined in Theorems 6.1-6.3 is satisfied by E and F. Now, using the modal matrices U and V calculated before in Eq. ͑5.4͒ we have ͬ is a symmetric matrix. Thus, the system under consideration is real symmetrizable of the second kind but not the first kind.
Case 2:
A, B, and C are General Real Matrices. When the system matrices are general, some or all of them may have complex roots so that they do not satisfy Tausskkey's condition of symmetrizability. For such systems, in general Kliem's result ͑Theorem 6.3͒ gives the condition of complex symmetrizability of the first kind and Theorem 6.4 gives the condition of complex symmetrizability of the second kind. A sufficient condition for real symmetrizability of such systems is the following: LEMMA 6.5. ͬ .
These real matrices transform the system to a real symmetric form.
Concluding Discussions and Further Research
A method of symmetrization of asymmetric linear dynamical systems by means of equivalence transformation is introduced. This new method of symmetrization is called ''symmetrization of the second kind'' and the existing symmetrization method based on the similarity transformation is called ''symmetrization of first kind.'' Because the equivalence transformations are most general linear transformations, symmetrization of the second kind holds that of the first kind as a special case and offers a generalized method to obtain symmetric forms of finite dimensional asymmetric linear systems.
Several results are provided on symmetrization of the second kind. We have discussed real and complex symmetrizability based on the nature of the symmetrizing matrices. It was proved that every rectangular complex matrix is complex symmetrizable of the second kind to a real square matrix. It is possible to perform the symmetrization in such a way that the resulting symmetric form becomes positive definite. As a special case it was shown that all real matrices are real symmetrizable of the second kind. These results are more general than symmetrizability of the first kind which cannot be applied to rectangular matrices. An easy numerical method is presented to calculate symmetric forms of general matrices. This method is much easier than calculating the symmetric form of the first kind using Taussky's factorization.
In view of the undamped and damped dynamical systems, we have discussed simultaneous symmetrizability of two and three real square matrices. It was shown that ͑truly͒ undamped asymmetric systems are always real symmetrizable. The condition of real symmetrizability of general undamped systems is derived. We also have given a condition for real symmetrizability of the second kind for damped systems. Our result is more liberal than the existing results and also much easier to check from a numerical point view.
Further research is required to successfully apply the concept of symmetrizability of the second kind in asymmetric linear dynamical systems. By an example it was shown that the condition of symmetrizability of a damped system given by Theorem 6.4 is less restrictive than the existing results. A mathematical proof to establish this fact will be useful. Moreover, this condition is spectral ͑i.e., an eigensolution calculation is required͒, a nonspectral condition which is more easy to check needs to be developed. Some of our results ͑Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 6.5͒ provide only sufficient conditions for real symmetrizability of systems with general coefficient matrices. More stronger results are required in these directions. Further studies regarding stability of the symmetrizing transformations and the robustness of them with respect to perturbations in the entries of the coefficient matrices are also worth pursuing.
